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You need to understand I don't do things underhanded
I'm straight up, make you man up and get branded
Like fraternities, the verdict be I'm influential
Conventional wisdom says I'm blessed with correct
mental
Follow me and I'll show you exactly how the game go
You're dealing with a wily veteran ? not a lamo
Check it out. I know what the game about
You gotta represent and kick knowledge when you
open your mouth
Blast off like a rocketship expanding possibilities
In this space & time you're notice to my raw ability
Don't go on a power trip cuz I know you're powerless
And my experience is simply overpowerin'
Swagger of a basketball powerhouse
A true gym rat playin' 'til the powers out
So I master the skills and alter your will
So powerful I influence where your dollars spill

The heavens will rain down for eternity
I'm a force of nature on the mic lyrically
So look into my eyes, and it's plain to see
To never underestimate the power of the V

Feelin' out of this world cuz I'm oh so fly
V rights the wrong like Superman in disguise
So look into my eyes, and it's plain to see
To never underestimate the power of the V

The power that I'm talkin' 'bout isn't corrupt
I got ethics yet I'll still make the crowds erupt
From the power that I wield, the power I exemplify
A testament to the years I took to make me fly
Got money and respect so I'm out for the power
But I got some power already check this out
Got the power to elect a president! Yeah! 
Got the power to make you feel heaven sent! Whoo! 
Got the power to rewrite the law! Uh huh! 
Got the power to make you stand tall! No doubt! 
Got the power to make you think long term! Hmm! 
Go the power to make you feel stronger! Ah, yeah! 
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V got the power to make you feel empowered
So take stock in the power that you got 
And build on it, so you can create opportunity
And you'll be looked up to in your own community

The heavens will rain down for eternity
I'm a force of nature on the mic lyrically
So look into my eyes, and it's plain to see
To never underestimate the power of the V

Feelin' out of this world cuz I'm oh so fly
V rights the wrong like Superman in disguise
So look into my eyes, and it's plain to see
To never underestimate the power of the V

All I got to say is man, now that's power
I fight the power - wreck havoc on them cowards
Some people have power but exploit and overrule
And keep it in the hands of the elite old school
New school needs to come in and overwrite their rules
So we can make some changes ? have a better future
too
Midnight hour laws will make us black & blue
We need to stop 'em cuz they don't bleed red, white &
blue
Just green, green, green ? if you know what I mean
It's time for us to take the power back and intervene
I don't need the power of a gat to back me up
Pretty soon he'll be outta here ? that cracks me up
So utilize your power ? hater's you'll devour
Chew 'em up, spit 'em out and make 'em hit the
showers
We comin' up immaculate, knowledge is so accurate
Brush your shoulders off son - a future? Now we got
one

The heavens will rain down for eternity
I'm a force of nature on the mic lyrically
So look into my eyes, and it's plain to see
To never underestimate the power of the V

Feelin' out of this world cuz I'm oh so fly
V rights the wrong like Superman in disguise
So look into my eyes, and it's plain to see
To never underestimate the power of the V
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